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Race 1 

#2 Repeal Or Replace- His last start out at Saratoga was very impressive 

and he might be starting to find his better form. 

#4 Sociable- His first lifetime start at Vernon he dug in late and he may 

improve a lot here in his 2nd start out. 

#3 Art Nukem- Always finds a way to hit the ticket late and has not been 

worse than 3rd in 7 lifetime starts. 

 

Race 2 

#3 Darbie's Ideal- Won with ease last out with a brush and crush effort 

at Vernon and will try to do the same here today. 

#6 Rollnthejoe- His last two starts were his best and if he gets an easy 

lead here today he could take them wire to wire. 

#4 Trevor One- Has already handled a 5/8 mile oval down at Pocono well so 

he has a slight edge against these coming into today. 

 

Race 3 

#3 Groovey Joe- Was on cruise control down the stretch here last week and 

looks for his 7th victory of his career already here today. 

#1 Cigars And Port- Put his best effort in last out at Vernon and with an 

inside post he can save a lot of ground off the gate early on. 

#5 Major Betts- Has all the early speed in this field but the fractions 

early on will determine his fate late in this one. 

 

Race 4 

#6 Sunsetboozecruise- Has won 5 of 7 starts on the year and it would all 

be credit to his giant early gate speed at the start. 

#7 Ideal Perception- Has been razor sharp in his last two starts out and 

the only concern coming into today is the far outside post. 

#1 Breakout Session- Likes to chase the pace in front of him late but may 

only be able to get up for minors late today. 

 

Race 5 

#5 Freedom Warrior- Was a wrapped up winner here last week and if he 

minds his manners he is the bet of the day here at Tioga. 

#1 Splash Brother- May need a mile track to show his best work but has a 

lot of speed to get off the gate and secure position with. 

#3 American Rebel- Has won his last two starts out with ease and will 

face his toughest class test here today. 

 

Race 6 

#9 Hurrikane Kingkong- Has been facing much tougher prior to today and 

will be forced to flash his early speed with the far outside post today. 

#7 KJ Erich- Is taking a big drop in class here and he may be the most 

versatile horse in the field, can close if needed. 

#6 You Said It- Found some of his back class here last week putting the 

swoop to the group and steps up in class today looking to prove himself. 

 

Race 7 

#7 Notabadgame- Ships in from Batavia after racing Open company and maybe 

the stretch to a bigger track helps him here today. 



#5 Pointsman- Was able to dig in for 2nd last week after chasing the 

entire mile which proves to me that he is razor sharp right now. 

#1 Stick With Cramer- Likes to come from off the pace and with an inside 

post he can save all the ground he wants and make one big move late. 

 

Race 8 

#5 Andreios Kardia- He had to drop down last week after struggling 

against similar but has beaten this company in his prior efforts at 

Tioga. 

#4 Rockntouch- Likes to come from off the pace if able but may be 

forwardly placed today as the top choice in here beat him last week. 

#3 Joe Joe Joe- Did not look his best for his first start out in the new 

barn last week and I expect him to be a lot sharper this week. 

 

Race 9 

#8 Lauxmont Capri- Has struggled with some bad trips over his last few 

starts out but has to show early speed from the outside against these. 

#3 Sporty Redhot- Exploded late here last week after struggling down the 

backside and always manages to find another gear late. 

#6 The Spy- Does his best work when near the lead early on and if the 

fractions are slow early on he will be in the ticket. 

 

Race 10 

#1 Time Out I'M Tired- He keeps drawing a favorable post and has not 

shown us his best effort yet, don't let the lines deceive you cause he 

can best these. 

#3 Kotare Yael- Was a good third to two better horses last week and 

neither of them are in this field here today, may prove best. 

#5 Motown N- Has lots of early speed to offer but the break in stride 

last week at the start could be a big concern coming into today. 

 

Race 11 

#1 Mr Big Bucks- Has been claimed several times this year due to his big 

early gate speed and will be the one to catch nearing the half mile mark. 

#7 Ascot Encounter A- Has won with ease in his last two starts out and 

seems to only get better each week here at Tioga. 

#5 Freak On A Leash- Has raced best when near the front end early on but 

has other speed that he will have to contend with today. 

 

Race 12 

#5 Road Untraveled- Has found his back class for the same barn he was in 

a few years ago and may be the one to beat in this short field. 

#1 Mach Stockn Barrel- Loves to make one move late and the inside post 

may be the best spot for him to race from in any race. 

#4 Rockin The House- Has lots of back class to his credit and more than 

likely will be leaving the gate fast early on against these. 


